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The story of Joe Tippens, who turned to a dog dewormer to treat his cancer, has raised

eyebrows worldwide. Yet, since he began this approach, Tippens remains cancer-free,

prompting some doubters to re-evaluate their opinions on such unconventional tactics.

Many aren't aware that the treatment, termed the "Joe Tippens Protocol," involves more

than just the dog dewormer. In reality, it's a combination of several products:

fenbendazole, CBD oil, curcumin (from turmeric), and vitamin E. Although vitamin E is

now deemed "optional" due to potential drug interactions, many still incorporate it into

the regimen.

Fenbendazole is an anthelmintic medication designed to combat various gastrointestinal

parasites. It is effective against giardia, roundworms, hookworms, whipworms, certain

species of tapeworms, pinworms, aelurostrongylus, paragonimiasis, strongyles, and

strongyloides. It's suitable for a range of animals: from sheep, cattle, and horses to dogs,

cats, and rabbits. Even some reptiles, freshwater shrimp tanks for planarian and hydra

issues, and seals can be treated with it.

In an unconventional application, some humans have also started using Fenbendazole

as part of the Joe Tippens Protocol for cancer treatment.

Which Fenbendazole Dog Dewormer is Used in Joe Tippens

Protocol?

Joe Tippens relies on a dog dewormer known as fenbendazole for his protocol. This

dewormer can be found under brand names such as Fenben Lab and Safe-Guard.

Fenbendazole belongs to the benzimidazole category, which encompasses agents known

to disrupt microtubules. Other medications in the benzimidazole family, like

albendazole, parbendazole, mebendazole, and flubendazole, have demonstrated

encouraging outcomes in human treatments. Though there's limited scientific research
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focusing on fenbendazole as a potential cancer treatment, one study indicates its safe

usage as an anti-parasitic in various animals, suggesting it could be adapted for human

cancer treatments. Another piece of research advocates for the repurposing of veterinary

medicines with potential benefits for humans, emphasizing the time and cost savings in

drug development.

Joe Tippens Protocol Using Dog Dewormer for Human Cancer

Treatment

According to the Joe Tippens Cancer Protocol, the advised dosage is 222 mg daily

(equivalent to 1 gram of Panacur C), to be taken every day of the week. The medicine can

be found in the form of oral granules or a liquid suspension, and it's administered orally.

If you opt for the liquid version, accurate and meticulous measurement of the dose is

paramount. To improve the absorption of the medicine and efficacy, it’s suggested to

take the medicine with or after a meal. While comprehensive research on fenbendazole's

potential anti-cancer properties is limited, it is generally well-tolerated by humans.

The Joe Tippens Protocol: A Straightforward Guide

The Joe Tippens approach isn't just about fenbendazole. It's a comprehensive regimen

that combines fenbendazole with several other key ingredients.

1. Fenbendazole 222mg Daily Dosage

For fenbendazole, the recommended amount is 222mg daily, equivalent to one packet of

powder, to be taken every day throughout the week. You can blend it with foods like

yogurt or just consume it on its own. It's suggested to stick with brands like Fenben Lab

or Safeguard, as they both undergo strict quality assurance procedures and consistently

meet the standards in third-party lab evaluations.
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2. Curcumin Intake: 600mg Daily

Take 600mg of bioavailable curcumin daily, the potent component found in the

turmeric herb. Curcumin has potential benefits such as boosting healthy p53 levels, and

research suggests it could be a promising supplement for cancer therapy.

3. CBD Oil Dosage: 25mg Daily

Administer 25mg of CBD oil sublingually, which means placing it under the tongue. It's

recommended to use high-purity, broad-spectrum CBD oil for this purpose. Research

has indicated that CBD might have the ability to influence tumor growth.

Choosing the Right CBD Oil:

When selecting CBD for medicinal purposes, it's crucial to opt for a product that's

flower-derived, lab-verified, organic, and whole-spectrum.

For an optimized healing response related to cancer symptoms using CBD, consider a
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gradual increase to 0.5ml of CBD taken twice daily, summing up to 50ml in total.

Note: While some individuals on this regimen incorporate CBD oil exclusively, others

integrate THC. Should you contemplate including THC, it's highly recommended to

consult with a Medical Cannabis Professional.

4. Berberine Intake: 2-3 times Daily

Berberine has demonstrated significant anti-tumor properties in various research

studies. These findings suggest that Berberine can not only halt the proliferation of

cancer cells but also impede their metastasis and spread. When combined with

Fenbendazole, Berberine may enhance the restriction on cancer cells' glucose uptake.

This dual-action can potentially weaken and starve the cancer cells.

5. Quercetin Intake: 1-2 times Daily

Quercetin is renowned for its antioxidant, anti-tumor, and anti-inflammatory properties

and has been the subject of numerous studies. Research indicates that it can suppress

the progression of several cancers, including prostate, cervical, lung, breast, and colon.

Remarkably, while quercetin poses a threat to cancer cells, it remains non-toxic to

healthy cells. This characteristic makes it an excellent supplementary component in

tandem with other anti-cancer treatments.

Fenbendazole for Humans – Potential Side Effects

Reported side effects commonly include an increase in liver enzymes, minor diarrhea,

and slight stomach discomfort.

For those undergoing chemotherapy, it's vital to consult a medical expert before

incorporating curcumin and vitamin E into your regimen.

The Fenbendazole Protocol

While it might seem unexpected, there exists well-documented research concerning the

effects of deworming drugs on cancer. Fenbendazole, a bland and flavorless powder, has

demonstrated the ability to "significantly inhibit tumor growth," especially when

combined with vitamins A, D, E, K, and B.
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The Triple-Action of Fenbendazole Against Cancer

Fenbendazole acts as a formidable opponent to cancer in three distinct ways:

It dismantles the microtubules which maintain the cancer cell's structure, hindering its

ability to quickly divide and multiply.

It disrupts the metabolic pathway of cancer cells to process sugar, a vital energy source

they rely on.

It amplifies the generation of the p53 gene, often referred to as the "cancer-killing" gene.

Some cancer patients may have a deficiency or mutation of this gene, leading to

unchecked proliferation of cancerous cells.

Additionally, Fenbendazole is effective against parasites, which some theories suggest

might be at the root of certain cancer types.

Insights on Deworming Medicine for Cancer Treatment

Mebendazole, often regarded as a "sister" drug to Fenbendazole, is another deworming

medication used primarily to tackle parasitic worm infestations in humans. Intriguingly,

Mebendazole has demonstrated promising outcomes in the treatment of various

cancers, including lung, melanoma, glioblastoma, and colon.

Joe Tippens Story:

FAQs

Forms of Fenbendazole: Capsule, Liquid, and Powder

Yes, fenbendazole can be administered in various forms. It's available as:

Capsules under the brand Fenben Lab.

Liquid form, often found as Safeguard.

Powder, commonly known as Panacur.

While these are the predominant products patients tend to use, other formulations

might be available in the market. Always consult with a healthcare professional before

starting any new treatment or medication.
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Fenbendazole for Humans: Possible Side Effects

While fenbendazole is primarily a veterinary medication and isn't officially licensed for

human consumption, its safety profile in humans is a topic of interest.

It's worth noting that similar medications in this category, such as mebendazole and

albendazole, are used in humans to treat parasitic infections and have demonstrated a

good safety record over the years.

However, it's essential to exercise caution: the dosing guidelines for dogs, which are

weight-dependent and specified on the product packaging, should NOT be applied to

humans.

Always consult with a healthcare professional before considering or check of the

fenbendazole dosage calculator.

Fenbendazole and Liver Toxicity

Fenbendazole is usually well-absorbed and tolerated. However, there have been

instances where its consumption, as well as the use of similar human drugs like

mebendazole and albendazole, has been linked to elevated liver enzymes. Elevated liver

enzymes can be an indication of liver stress or damage. If someone is considering or

already taking fenbendazole, it's crucial to monitor liver function and consult with a

healthcare professional to ensure safety.

How To Choose The Right Fenbendazole Supplier

While numerous brands produce fenbendazole, not all have the same level of quality

assurance or safety testing behind them. Fenben Lab and Safeguard are recognized

companies with long histories of providing products that are safety-tested in animals

and are trusted by veterinarians.

If you've come across a fenbendazole brand that isn't produced by Fenben Lab or a

similarly well-established company, it's essential to exercise caution. Before using any

such product, especially for off-label purposes, it would be wise to consult with a

healthcare professional. They can provide guidance on the product's safety and potential

efficacy based on its manufacturing standards and source.

Fenbendazole Protocol in Comparison with Traditional Cancer Treatment
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While fenbendazole has shown potential to work in harmony with conventional

treatments, potentially improving treatment outcomes, it's crucial to be cautious. Some

components of the fenbendazole protocol, notably vitamin E and curcumin, can

interfere with chemotherapy and radiation because of their antioxidant properties.

Antioxidants can potentially neutralize the reactive oxygen species generated by some

chemotherapy drugs and radiation, which are designed to damage cancer cells. This

interference might reduce the effectiveness of these conventional treatments.

Given these interactions and the evolving nature of research in this area, it's essential for

patients to consult with their oncologist or healthcare provider before combining the

fenbendazole protocol with conventional cancer treatments.

What is the Right Dosage of Fenbendazole

The fenbendazole protocol has been popularized in various doses and schedules, largely

stemming from personal testimonials and experiences rather than established clinical

guidelines. Joe Tippens is often cited with his recommendation of taking 222 mg for

three consecutive days, followed by four days off.

However, it's important to understand that the "correct" dosage for fenbendazole in the

context of human cancer treatment isn't standardized or backed by rigorous scientific

studies. This means there isn't a universally agreed-upon dose.

Since fenbendazole isn't officially licensed for cancer treatment in humans, if someone is

considering its use, it's vital to:

Consult with a healthcare professional: They can provide personalized guidance,

weighing the potential risks and benefits.

Consider individual factors: The optimal dose, if there is one, may vary depending

on other medications and treatments being received, the specific type of cancer,

prognosis, and an individual's overall health and organ function.

Monitor for side effects: Like any other drug or treatment, monitoring for potential

side effects is essential.

Lastly, always be cautious and prioritize safety when considering unconventional

treatments.
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How Long Should You Stick to the Fenbendazole Protocol?

The length of time you should be on the fenbendazole protocol is individualized and

depends on several factors:

Treatment Response: Monitoring how your body responds to the protocol is crucial.

If positive changes are observed, some individuals may choose to continue with the

regimen. Conversely, if no benefit is noticed or if side effects develop, discontinuation

might be considered.

Preventative Measures: Joe Tippens, after observing positive results, continued the

protocol as a preventive measure to keep his cancer at bay. Some individuals choose to

do the same based on his testimony, but this approach is anecdotal and not scientifically

validated.

Consultation with a Healthcare Professional: Before starting, continuing, or

ending the fenbendazole protocol or any other treatment, it's essential to consult with a

healthcare professional. They can provide guidance tailored to your specific health

circumstances, needs, and potential risks.

Monitoring: Regular health check-ups, lab tests, and imaging (if necessary) will give a

clearer picture of the protocol's impact on your health and whether it's beneficial to

continue.

Remember, while personal testimonials like Joe Tippens' story can be inspiring, they are

not a substitute for professional medical advice. Always prioritize safety and the

guidance of qualified medical professionals when considering treatments.

Determining When to Change the Dosage of Fenbendazole

Recognizing when it might be appropriate to adjust your dose involves monitoring your

health and considering several factors:

Treatment Response: If you've been on a particular dosage for some time and

haven't observed any improvement or change in 12-24 weeks, it might be an indication

to reassess the dose and consider additional treatment options.

Side Effects: If you begin to experience side effects, it could mean that you need to

reduce the dosage or reconsider the treatment altogether. Conversely, if you tolerate the
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treatment well with no apparent side effects, you might think about increasing the dose,

but this should always be done with caution.

Other Medications/Treatments: If you're on other treatments or medications, they

can interact with fenbendazole, potentially altering its effects. Regularly updating and

consulting with your healthcare professional about all the medications and treatments

you're on is crucial.

Lab Values: Regular blood tests can provide insights into how your body is responding

to the treatment. For example, if liver enzymes are elevated, it might be a sign to adjust

the dosage or revisit the treatment protocol.

Healthcare Professional's Advice: Any decision about dosing should be made in

consultation with a healthcare professional. They can provide expert insights based on

their understanding of the drug and your health profile.

Personal Comfort: Your comfort with the dosage level, both physically and mentally,

is crucial. If you're ever uncertain or uneasy about the dose you're on, it's essential to

discuss these feelings with a healthcare provider.

Sources:
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